




By the way, many Apple documents became public record as a result of a shareholder lawsuit 
around 1985. I am sure if you make inquiries you could locate many interesting documents 
including the Lisa MRD. It's almost a bible of personal computing. 

Best of luck with your project, and by all means check out 3DO! 

Regards, 

T~~ 
Trip Hawkins 
President and CEO 

The 3DO Cumpan)' 



MR. TRIP HAWKINS 
PRESIDENT AND CEO. THE 3DO COMPANY 
600 GALVESTON DRIVE 
REDWOOD C ITV. CA 94063 

Re: Apple Lisa computer 

Dear Mr. Hawkins: 
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Thank you very much for the generous reply to my recent letter concerning the origins 
of the Lisa computer. The remarks you made in your letter of 07 February were 
fascinating reading. I plan to incorporate them into the revision of my Lisa legacy 
paper. 

If you can answer some more questions about the Lisa I would be very appreciative. 
These wi 11 be the last questions I have for you since I assume you have more pressing 
matters at hand, e.g. running 3DO. I've enclosed a SASE to make this reply easier (or 
you can e-·mai I me at my CompuServe address in the letterhead)= 

0) May I make your letter available to others with an interest in the Lisa? '{ e 5 

l) Who came up with LISA= 1.ocal Integrated ~oftware Architecture? I assume uo~.Ldid. A 
T Jowr rt.IA<~ 

2) Were there ever other names for the Lisa. besides5~or example. ~~l:a~J.e...vt.u, 

3) I noticed that Apple changed its corporate phone number afound 1983 to end in 1016 which 
is the A-line trap value in binary that Lisa (and Macintosh) programmers use for making system 
calls. Was this change do~ring the Lisa's development? Were you involved with this 

change? 1N.. pkevte. t.1 v wtU 908 rr;c, /IJ/O -fin as {~ tfU T ~'1 re~ 
v.idJ. ~ h~ I 'f~3 .' 

Thanks for the comment about the Lisa MAD. I wi II look around and see if I can find 
copy. FYI. I have a copy of the Lisa PIP and found that a very interesting read. 

Good luck at 3DO. 
0,, -~7 we_~;f~f-1 

Sincerely, /'/? . /-r-1,~ IQ . [b<- fvf-;f WtJt! ttfw415 
/~ /. {f,e ./ 1;./Y' ____ -h ''[,-,. {J,.,jed" 

David T. Craig Wednesday. February 23. 199'1 J: r~~ ~ 
u,l/ ;{- A-ppfe Q!!! 



Apple Lisa Historical Info from Trip Hawkins 
21 Apr ii 1994 -- David T. Craig 

The following information was provided by Owen W. Linzmayer of San Francisco, 
CA via CompuServe: 

David, April 21, 1994 

I'm pretty busu finishing up mu b~ but I just got a nice missive rrcm Trip 
Hawkins that I tha!ght uw might like. --owz. 

I worked for Steve Jobs until Lisa was taken away from him in the fall of 
1980, on the eve of Apple's IPO. A few months after that, Steve took over 
Jef Raskin's project, contirned to call It Macintosh, and totally changed it 
into Steve's vision of a scaled-down Lisa. All of the core ideas were the 
same for both Lisa and Mac. Steve did have some legitimate concerns about 
Lisa being too high-end in its conception, but Ironically over time the Mac 
grew to have as much memory and cost as Lisa had. 

I have a huge amount of respect for Steve's intelligence, product instincts, 
and ability to whip people into a frenzy to make things happen. In the past 
I have been unfortunately mainly quoted as being critical of Steve simply 
because I was one of the few quotes available. I'm not interested in being 
quoted saying negative things about Steve and I feel that many of my prior 
remarks were taken out of context by writers and blown out of proportion. 

A few noteworthy anecdotes. I think I had a lot to do with convincing Steve 
that 64KB RAM was not enough for Mac. He changed his mind and ended up 
launching with 128KB and upgrading quickly from there. Also, I convinced him 



to have more screen flexibility to not be limited to proportionally-spaced 
fonts only. Also, oor Lisa groop provided all of the printer and peripherals 
technology used by Mac, including the moose (Glem Edens, who worked for me, 
brought the first Xerox mouse into Apple at my request in early 1980, and an 
old friend of mine, Dean Hovey, was hired to design Apple's), dot matrh< 
printer, laserwriter, and font and networking software. Most of the 
designers from Lisa, including Bill Atkinson and Steve Ca~. moved over and 
transferred key software technologies to Mac. Basic things like the user 
interface and the graphics primitives for drawing the screen are essentially 
the same ideas implemented by the same people on both Lisa and Mac (in a 
fashion, Mac is ·version 2.0· of these ideas, and it is not uncommon for it 
to take a few iterations to get it right). I also had a celebrated debate 
with Steve aboot Mac pricing. He was convinced it could debut at $1495 and I 
argued with him that his bill of materials was wrong and that he woold have 
to introduce it at $2495. I left Apple in May of 1982. Mac was introduced 
In January or 1984 at a price of $2495. Lisa was introduced In 1983; Steve 
had forced Lisa to use his Idea for an Apple-Invented floppy drive that never 
worked properly; he had also pre-amoonced Mac, which helped kill interest in 
Lisa; and finally, the pundits at Apple priced Lisa too high, did not fix the 
disk drive problem, and limited distribution severely (nevertheless $100 
million of Lisas were sold in the first year). A year after the Mac intro, 
Steve killed Lisa and consolidated the Lisa groop into the Mac division. 
There should have been more synergy between Lisa and Mac; Steve for example 
would not allow any degree of software compatibility between them. Without 
question, Mac was a better product than Lisa, but If Mac had been Lisa 2.0, 
Mac would have been even more successful. Instead, there was no synergy, and 
in fact there was umecessary conflict that created a lot of inefficiency. 
Steve was obviously a great entrepreneur, because he got Mac done and made it 
successful. And he was able to kill Lisa and ultimately eliminate the 
confusion and inefficiency between the two. But if he had been a bri II iant 
leader and politician, he might have united the company behind one unified 
vision for the two products as part of the same family. There was a lot of 
discussion about this, but obviously Steve felt more comfortable just doing 
Mac independently of the rest of the comparvJ, and since it was ultimately 
successful maybe he was right and that a groop-think process in the company 
would not have had as good a result. 

One other item. In early 1982, we were selling the Apple II as a separate box with 
add-on floppy drives and display. By that time most aJstomers were buying all the 



add-ons and the total cost was around $2500. I figured out that with a new PC board 
layout of the Apple II electrmics, and an enclosure similar to the plal'l10d Mac 
enclosure, we could repackage the Apple II with the peripherals built-in, and cut the 
retail price to $1500. The Apple II Dlvisim got very excited about this, 
but Steve would not allow it. He wanted to reserve the packaging concept of 
building the display in for the Mac. I was at that time suggesting a 
marketing campaign called •Apple II is Forever• in which we could make these 
packaging changes, ~en up new markets. and extend the product 1 if e. Steve 
would not allow the Mac enclosure style to be used, so the Apple II divisim 
made the Apple lie, which had roly the built-in floppy drive, and introduced 
this in 1983 with the slogan •Apple II Forever: Incidentally, even before I 
arrived at Apple in 1978 industry vets were saying the Apple II was m its 
last year, and this continued every year I was there. The Apple II sold 
quite well for 10 years, from 1977 thru 19871 

Trip Hawkins 

Biography 
Trip Hawkins, 40, is President and Chief Executive Officer of The 300 
Compafld, a pioneering multimedia venture that is establishing a new standard 
for interactive multimedia in consumer electrmics. 300 was formed in 
October 1991, and has forged strategic partnerships with a variety of 
industry leaders including Matsushita, AT&T, Time Warner, MCA, Electrmic 
Arts, and the venture capital firm, Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers. 

Mr. Hawkins is also Chairman of Electrmic Arts, which he founded in 1982. 
Despite entering a tumultuous marketplace with 135 ccmpetitors, Electronic 
Arts rose in only four years to beccme the largest supplier of canputer 
entertairvnent software in the world and has achieved a consistency in profits 
and growth that is unrivaled in the industry. Mr. Hawkins' vision has been 
the driving force behind the company's successful growth strategy and unique 
organization. 

Prior to starting Electronic Arts, Mr. Hawkins was one of the early managers 
at Apple Computer where, over a period of four years, he provided leadership 
for Apple's successful entry into the business market. Mr. Hawkins holds a 
degree in strategy and applied game theory from Harvard College and an M.B.A. 
rrcm Stanford Ullverslty. 


